CAN WE CLEAN YOUR BUILDING?
BLAST AWAY..

Blast Away Industrial Cleaning Ltd are a fully insured exterior building cleaning company. Public & Employers Liability is £10m on each and have our own Hired in Plant Insurance.

We are fully compliant with safety training from COSHH, Asbestos, Manual Handling, Water Jetting & Pressure Washing Safety Awareness, Petrol & Core Safety Pass Alliance, CHAS, Safe Contractor & Constructionline. We service all areas of Greater Manchester & the Northwest. We are dedicated to travel Nationwide offering our services.

*Our clients depend on our professionalism and knowledge and want the best on every occasion.*
CITY & TOWN CENTRE PAVING CLEANING CONTRACTORS

Keeping on top of your city & town centre paving cleaning can be a challenge but with Blast Away we complete regular scheduled cleans to ensure you control the level of chewing gum littering issues.

Business Improvement Districts have a zero tolerance for chewing gum on the public footpaths in our town centres. We are your perfect contractor –

We have worked with Altrincham Unlimited, Bury Council, Tameside Council, Cheshire West & Chester Council & North Lincolnshire Council.

Let’s work together!

WHITE LABEL...

Blast Away Industrial Cleaning Ltd vehicles are not branded, we can offer a white label service as sub contractors offering your clients the professional service they expect. Representing your organisation exactly how you like to be...
EXTERIOR CLEANING
Our exterior building cleaning services are ideal if you’re business or home is looking a little tired and you want to give that great visual first impression.

Giving off the right first impression can be the difference between someone choosing your business or not. Bad weather in our country makes it very easy for the exterior of your building to become covered in dirt, grim and even algae and if left for extended periods of time can attract even more dirt.

At Blast Away we specialise in all aspects of commercial cleaning including exterior building cleaning. Our team of experts are highly trained in safely restoring your buildings exterior to its original condition.

*If you’re looking for a company to provide exterior building cleaning for your business or home then get in touch to arrange a free quotation.*
ROPE ACCESS CLEANING
ROPE ACCESS CLEANING

All rope access operations will be undertaken by a minimum of 2 IRATA qualified operatives, with the team leader being IRATA level 3 qualified. Regardless of location or task, any work at height undertaken is done so under a ‘safe system of work’.

This means it has been properly risk assessed, planned and reviewed in accordance with current legislation and best working practices.

This system of working is ideal for;

- **Eliminating the need for expensive scaffolding.**

- **Inaccessible elevations for powered access (MEWP’s) or confined spaces.**

- **Eliminating use of heavy MEWP’s on weak surface or precious natural stone and granite paving.**

Please get in touch to arrange a free no obligation quotation.
GRAFFITI BREEDS GRAFFITI...

STOP IT WHEN IT STARTS...
PROFESSIONAL GRAFFITI REMOVAL

If you’re struggling with the removal of graffiti in public areas then call in the experts at Blast Away for an efficient graffiti removal service.

Graffiti is a common problem and its impact on the community varies. Single incidents of graffiti may not seem serious but it has a cumulative impact on an area as it attracts more graffiti. Graffiti maintains a stigma; it impacts property socially and economically and can lead to a negative perception by people who visit the area.

Our company is fully insured and we cover all areas of Greater Manchester and the Northwest for graffiti removal and all of the UK for larger contracts. Unlike other cleaning companies all our vans are fitted with mounted hot water pressure systems and water tanks meaning we use our own generator and water.

If you need a graffiti removal service then please get in touch with us to arrange a free no obligation quotation.
BUILDING / FAÇAÑDE
BUILDING / FAÇADE CLEANING

The façade on your building can look as good as new, whatever material it is made out of. Clean looking buildings will attract more of the right kind of visitors you want. Our experienced façade cleaning teams have the knowledge to clean any type of surface.

Blast Away specialise in low pressure steam cleaning. High temperature steam at a lower pressure than high pressure jet washing is more delicate on the surface but at the same time cleans better whilst tackling growth and contaminants with ease.

*Your façade will stay cleaner for longer.*
RENDER CLEANING
**RENDER CLEANING / SOFT WASHING**

If you’re home has a render surface on it can easily gather dirt, grime and discolour from it’s original condition. Our render cleaning uses a soft wash technology which is a combination of specially selected chemicals and a low pressure washing system to ensure only the dirt comes off.

With render cleaning it has to be completed using the correct methods and chemicals otherwise it can damage your homes outer surface. We have over 15 years experience in render cleaning and with our bespoke service we can clean render, K Rend, painted and plc surfaces and restore it to its new condition.

Our company is fully insured and we cover all areas of Greater Manchester and the Northwest for render cleaning and all of the UK for larger contracts. Unlike other cleaning companies all our vans are fitted with mounted hot water pressure systems and water tanks meaning we use our own generator and water.

If you are looking for a reliable render cleaning company then get in touch with us today to arrange a free no obligation quotation.
CLADDING CLEANING
CLADDING CLEANING

If the cladding on your business premises is looking a little tired and dirty, Blast Away are highly experienced in all aspect of cladding cleaning.

First impressions count so if the cladding on your business is looking a little dirty it can send the wrong message to potential customers. We understand this which is why we provide a highly professional and efficient cladding cleaning service for businesses in Greater Manchester, the North West and across the UK for larger contracts.

Our team hold powered access licenses to operate MEWP’s (Mobile Elevated Working Platform) and cherry pickers to ensure we can safely work at heights and complete the cladding cleaning on your building. With all cladding cleaning we provide a fully risk assessment and health and safety report.

We understand that cladding cleaning cannot always be done while your business is open so we go the extra mile and provide a fully bespoke and flexible service which works around you. If you have a business that needs cleaning please get in touch with us to arrange a free no obligation quotation.
If your windows don’t have the same glow they once had, Blast Away Industrial Cleaning Ltd are highly experienced in all aspect of aluminium window frame restoration.

Blast Away can clean, restore and protect your coloured powder coated window frames using our new cleaning system. Firstly we clean the framework with a ph neutral pre clean solvent then we need to restore by removing the top “damaged” layer by carefully applying a restoration cream with a specialised cleaning pad to remove a few microns of damaged coating.

**Have your frames become faded and chalky?**

**Have them restored rather than repainted at a costly expense.**

**Why have they faded and discoloured?**

UV Rays are the most common factor but also improper cleaning from the use of harsh detergents can damage the powder coating. Even purified water from the specialist reach and wash window cleaning methods will fade your frames. Having them cleaned, restored and protected with our hydrophobic systems will repel purified water from those future cleans, leaving your coloured aluminium powder coated window frames enhanced and eye catching for your clientel to admire.

**We are approved applicators for Bromoco Systems.**
PLAYGROUND CLEANING

If your playground is looking a little tired and dirty, Blast Away provide a first class service in all aspects of playground cleaning.

Over time your wet pour can gather moss, weeds, algae and dirt leaving it discoloured and looking old. Our playground cleaning service uses the latest technology and chemicals to bring it back to life. Using our commercial rotary flat surface cleaner and pressure washer we can easily remove all build of dirt.

When you use Blast Away for your playground cleaning, you will receive a first class service. Ensuring our customers are happy with our service is one of our main priorities so if you have any questions about playground cleaning please get in touch.

We can carry out the cleaning of play areas in residential estates and schools for private companies, councils and maintenance companies. We carry out regular cleaning for the installation companies in the country whom offer a maintainance programme with their clients.

Please get in touch to arrange a free site survey and no obligation quotation.
CHEWING GUM
CHEWING GUM REMOVAL

Chewing gum is an unsightly problem to have for many local councils and businesses. Chewing gum removal is a difficult task unless you have the right system to safely and effectively remove the gum. At Blast Away we have been helping many local business with chewing gum removal for over 10 years.

Some of the places we can help with chewing gum removal include drive thru parking spaces, city centres, pubs, bars, nightclubs, supermarkets, retail store entrances and much more. The method we use for chewing gum removal can be used while people walk by without any hazard to them. Although on soiled paving spotting the gum alone with this method will result in clean spots where the brush and steam work over the surface to remove each piece of gum.

To avoid clean spots where we have removed we can also provide a full high pressure clean for the whole area. In high footfall locations it won’t take long for chewing gum to build back up again which is why we provide a regular maintenance program for many businesses.

If you have any questions or would like to obtain a quotation for chewing gum removal at your premises please get in touch to arrange a free no obligation quotation.
FOLLOW US ON...

YouTube

Our youtube channel has 14K subscribers.

Our videos show us working on a multitude of projects. There are over 400 videos for you to see.

Watch us in action! See what we can do for you!
WHY CHOOSE US?

- CHAS Accredited Contractor.
- SAFE Contractor Approved Accreditation.
- Constructionline Accreditation.
- Altius Approved.
- Our operatives hold Safety Pass Alliance (SPA) passport cards.
- Fully Insured – £10m Public Liability & £10m Employers Liability.
- We hold Powered Access Licenses (PAL) cards under IPAF (International Powered Access Federation).
- Supply Risk & COSHH Assessments & Method Statements on request.
- Operatives hold CSCS cards.

Call one of our friendly team today on 0800 05 888 59 for more information, or a chat about your requirements.
OUR ACCREDITATIONS / ASSOCIATIONS...

Our company keep up to date with training and development to provide you with peace of mind.